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USE OF DEFINITIVE STAMPS FOR COLLECTING POSTAGE DUE
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BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 2

In the Newsletter last October (page 85) David Whitworth’s article highlighted examples and late dates of
definitive stamps used for the collection of postage due (without ‘T’ overprints), presumably arising from
occasions when the destination post office had run out of normal postage due stamps. These examples
were from well before 1955 when the use of ordinary stamps for postage due purposes was regularised
through the cancellation with one of the two recognised ‘T’ hand-stamps.
Recently I was fortunate to acquire some further, interesting examples. Figure 1 shows an under-franked
cover posted from Holland to Basel in 1937. The correct postage should have been 37 cents: whilst the
shortfall was overlooked by the Dutch post office it was picked up in Switzerland where the cover was
annotated with a manuscript ‘35’ in typical violet (indelible) crayon. This amount was arrived at using
System 2 (from the ‘Zack’ guide): correct postage 12½c, shortfall = 6½c. Shortfall divided by postal rate
x Swiss equivalent postal rate of 30c x 2 (penalty) = 31c, rounded up to 35c. This amount was collected
by the postman against the 35c landscape stamp affixed and cancelled at Basel St. Johan on 7.V.37.
Figure 2 is an intriguing cover posted from Ajaccio (Corsica) to Lausanne in 1947 that looks to be only
partly ‘philatelic’. I cannot ascertain the correct postal rate for the time but the French stamps of 2f50 and
4f50 were struck with a special cds ‘JOURNÉE DU TIMBRE AJACCIO 29 JUIN 1946’. On arrival at
Lausanne, the cover was deemed to be under-franked and noted with a manuscript ‘20’ in red crayon. A
normal 20c postage due stamp was affixed and cancelled with cds LAUSANNE DIST. LETT. but the
postman was unable to collect the tax so it was returned and annulled with handstamp ‘ANNULÉ’. Then,
for some reason, it was forwarded to the station post office where it was back-stamped with cds
LAUSANNE 2 GARE CASES. I believe there are two possibilities for what happened the next day :
a) the letter was sent out again for delivery but the station post office had run out of postage due stamps
so a 20c definitive was used, marked with a manuscript 'T' in violet crayon and cancelled with cds. Or
b) the postman had left a note at the delivery address, advising that an item of mail should be collected
from the station post office where postage due was payable at the parcels counter.
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I suspect the latter is the most likely but welcome any other thoughts on the matter.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Figure 3 shows a British letter sent to Bern in 1947, franked with only 2½d instead of the correct postage
of 3d. The cover was struck with British post office hexagonal 'T' marks. The Swiss postal office added a
manuscript ‘10’ in red crayon and a normal 10c postage due stamp was affixed and cancelled with cds
BERN 1 BRIEFAUSGABE 6/10/1947. On the first attempt the postman was unable to collect the tax so
the letter was returned and annulled with handstamp ‘ANNULÉ’. The letter was forwarded to Bern
Mattenhof post office where, the next day, no postage due stamps were available so a 10c landscape
was stuck over the earlier stamp and cancelled and the amount due presumably collected.
Finally there is an earlier and again intriguing item shown in Figure 4, this time an internal postcard. It
was sent from Kilchberg bei Zürich to Saas-Almagel in Valais (Wallis). The 5c shortfall in postage was
noted, x2 penalty, in blue crayon. A 10c ‘Tell bust’ stamp was used to collect the postage due, cancelled
with a manuscript 'T' and - even more unusually - with a ‘blind’ canceller, normally used for cancelling
stamps on parcels. Certainly this card has a philatelic air about it but nonetheless it is interesting and
one can speculate as to how it came about.
REPORT OF THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL MEETING - 9th/10th APRIL 2011
Twenty six of our members and their partners attended this very entertaining event at the well-appointed
Old Swan Hotel, situated in a prominent location in a very sunny and glorious Harrogate spa. Thanks
must go to Norton Wragg and Ian Gilchrist for organising the venue; Norton for co-ordinating the booking
and undertaking most of the essential background work; Peter Vonwiller for organising the AGM; our
main speaker, David Whitworth, and the Society's Chairman, David Hope, who hosted and chaired the
event. Kit Jarman kindly said Grace at the Annual Dinner and later gave the first 'Heinz Katcher
Memorial Display'. Ian Gilchrist brought a wide range of material which attracted a lot of interest
whenever there was a break in proceedings. Reports from several partners suggested they enjoyed their
various visits to the attractions of the town and surrounding countryside, including Betty's Tea Rooms ! A
highlight of the weekend was the many varied displays provided by the members present. Further details
of these, David Whitworth's and Kit Jarman's presentations and the proceedings of the Annual General
Meeting will appear in the Newsletter later in the year.
CUP COMPETITION RESULTS
The entries for the two cup competitions were, once again, of a very high standard and highlighted the
enormous variety of themes available to Swiss collectors. The members present judged the exhibits and
the winners were :
The Helvetia Silver Cup –
Winner - Bob Medland – 'The Need for Change - Franco Labels'.
Runner-up – Don Symonds – 'Customs Cancellations'.
The Moore Bowl (for Postal History) – Winner – Ian Gilchrist – 'Switzerland Mail from and to Colombia'.
Runner-up – Bob Medland – 'The Need for Postage Due Labels'.
Other entries, not far behind the winners, came from – Rosalind Ragg – 'The Horse in the Field', Eric
Lienhard – 'Stamps on the Other Side of the Card' and David Hope – 'Switzerland Postal Rates' and
'Swiss Postcards 1870 - 1907'. Congratulations and thanks to everyone for upholding the traditions of
the Society. (Editor)
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

Further to the Editor's article asking what may be the future for Swiss commemorative stamps ? (Ref.
HPS Newsletter February 2011 P. 13). Michael Rutherfoord has responded in some detail. He writes :
“It is no secret that Swiss Post (SP) can operate at all levels without stamps. Sometimes a duplicate
receipt needs a 10c stamp, but this is a rare exception and is seldom needed. Going around a parcel
coding/sorting office, which is 90% fully automatic, is a salutary experience for a philatelist - perhaps 1%
of parcels have stamps on them! Letter sorting is not much better, and then 90% are self-stick from
booklets. At a guess, of the letters we get here only 1 in 5 is with a stamp, and then it is likely to be from
the UK. Bulk rates are used extensively.
I have seen no evidence of private delivery services. If they exist they probably pay SP to sort and
deliver, it would be cheaper. Collecting mail from a few large customers is relatively easy, but then the
costs go up steeply for a private firm.
I have seen the page in “Focus on Stamps” about the 78 PostShops, but there was no exact list of them.
It appears that there are 5 in Zurich. Being able to pay without queuing is attractive. I then looked at SP's
Homepage www.post.ch. It has been improved and I admit that I do not look at it often, but there was no
hint of a list of the 78 POs with this facility. However they show all 50 of the stamps for 2011. This is far
too many. This has been the case with the annual programme for years. That is the basic fault. And,
whilst I am on the subject, their policy of delivering once a year is not good enough! A collector wants his
stamps on issue date, or before.
In all countries special stamps are a matter of prestige, and will be until it all collapses. However, on a
positive note, there is a lot to be got out of stamps, especially on the thematic line, but not FDCs. I am
not an investor and hope that those who are keep their eyes and ears open. In the past, every stamp
club in Switzerland wrote a heart-rending letter to the Philatelic Bureau asking basically : please let us
have our old, lovely stamps again. None of these letters, hundreds of them, were even acknowledged,
which left a negative mark in many clubs, and many collectors cancelled all their new issues.
Sometimes Swiss Post have published the numbers of subscribers - all are dropping as, all over the
world, their answer has been to increase the number of stamps issued, so as to compensate for some of
the dropping interest. I don't think that there is an answer, so every collector must choose his or her
limited range. There is a tremendous choice in fact, especially if one does not try to be 'complete' in any
field.”
Editor – I would welcome more views and, if possible, statistics on this subject. The issuing of new
commemorative (and the occasional definitive) stamps is a major means of attracting new recruits to our
hobby. It enables countries to highlight and celebrate important events and personalities, disseminate
important messages (e.g. forthcoming censuses) and promote tourism. If you are not intent on having a
complete set of everything produced then a reasonably sized annual programme of well-designed
stamps (with sensible face-values) does give collectors of whatever age and type the opportunity to get
involved – something for everyone ! But if they are not normally used for their main purpose of
transmitting mail can their continued production be justified ?
Footnote : Michael's latest article to be published: 'Zähnungen & Lochungsarten bei Schweizer
Briefmarken (Teil 3) UPU Ausgabe 1924', appeared in the February 2011 edition of Zumstein's 'Berner
Briefmarken Zeitung' – available in our Library.
'STAMP AND COIN MART' MAGAZINE
Congratulations to Adrian Keppel, Peter Vonwiller and Fred Hoadley for their contributions to the 'Focus
on Switzerland' feature in the April edition of 'Stamp and Coin Mart'. Thanks must go to the Editor, Matt
Hill. The article on the Helvetia PS should give us a boost. The photographs give a good idea of the
Society in 'full swing' – can you see any familiar faces ? Elsewhere in the magazine I spotted an Amateur
Radio QSL postcard from Zürich with an appropriate Swiss USKA 'stamp' and reports on HPS members
Eric Lienhard, Norton Wragg and David Rossall displaying their Swiss material in Chelmsford,
Macclesfield and Aberdeen respectively. Keep up the good work gentlemen ! (Editor)
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DAVID HOPE

The 'Chairman's Presentation' was the subject of the Group's March meeting. Chairrman Michael
Proctor, will be the first to admit that he does not have specialist knowledge of any area of Swiss
philately. However it has to be stated that Michael has the knack of finding very good items to add to his
collection from across the whole area of Swiss philately and cheaply to boot! This was shown in his
presentation when we were treated to a wide variety of topics. He began with a selection of various prestamp items with red, blue and black cancellations and including TPOs. Next came a section on the
1943 centenary issue for the Zürich stamps. This included a complete sheet of the issued stamp plus the
miniature sheet. Then came a variety of covers with the exhibition cancellations for Zürich and Geneva.
Included also was first day and last day covers. Next came a section on postage due. Notable here were
a 20c. postage due on an 1888 cover with the '20' misplaced to the left, a 3c. printed matter item
cancelled and postage due added (including 2 x 1c postage dues and a 15c.) and Pro Juventute of 1918
used out of time in May 1919. Next came a selection of postcards, stamps and cancellations on Zermatt
and the Matterhorn. This was followed by a variety of covers franked with the Tellboy and Tell issues.
Next came examples of Poste Restante cancels from Geneva, Montreux and Lausanne. Then came a
number of varieties including the 1945 5c. Pro Juventute with a wart near the left eye of the person,
miscut coil stamps, an unusual cover franked 5c. with cancellation 30.XI.34 and then a machine
cancellation 13. IV. 35 !, a bootshaped postcard sent in 1908 and a postage due cover cancelled 35. III.
45! Other notable items were a Kurort Stoos Hotel Post stamp attached to the back of a cover and
cancelled with the hotel circular handstamp of 1902 and a special booklet from the 1938 Aarau exhibition
with examples of the cancellations used and the miniature sheet. Last came a section on Airmails.
Notable here were a number of covers with special flight vignettes from 1924 including the one for the
inauguration of the Les Rangiers monument with missing aircraft on the vignette. Finally mention must
be made of the 20 sugar packets with various Swiss stamps reproduced on them. This was a wide
ranging presentation enjoyed by all present.
REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN FEBRUARY

PETER VONWILLER

Fourteen members and partners attended this very enjoyable event chaired by Fred Hoadley. All were
delighted to see Peter Vonwiller and Eric Lienhard well on the road to recovery and thoughts went out to
those former 'regulars' who, through ill health, had found it difficult to make an appearance.
Martin Mantell (of 'Zeppelin' and 'Postage Due' fame) had casually agreed over a year ago that he would
make a presentation on 'International Offices', He confessed that the task he had set himself had proved
very challenging. It had occupied a very large amount of time both researching on the various websites
and seeking out suitable material to illustrate the knowledge he had gained.
The result of all his labours was a very comprehensive and stimulating display of material covering the
history of postage to and from the League of Nations, the United Nations (Geneva Office) and their
various affiliated organisations based in Switzerland. Martin showed the full range of overprinted stamps
and special stamp issues produced for the use of these organisations by the Swiss Post Office. Many of
his examples on cover were clearly used on official business. Among the 'unusual items' were examples
of the use of ordinary Swiss definitive stamps on 'official business' (e.g. during the 'change-over' from the
League to the UN) ; International Office postage due items ; covers from fore-runner organisations
including International Peace and Women's Organisations ; some examples of forgeries of the less
common stamps (both catalogued and, as yet, uncatalogued) ; service stamps issued relatively recently
for the use of the International Olympic Committee in Lausanne ; Specimen' sets of stamps issued to
commemorate the opening of the new League of Nations building and covers sent during various historic
international conferences, often specially printed with commemorative cancellations.
Martin's studies threw new light on this specialised subject and inevitably raised a number of questions
both in his mind and those of his audience. Martin has agreed to produce an article for our Newsletter
which will describe his collection in more detail and divulge some of his more interesting
'finds'/'discoveries'.
In the afternoon session, the other members attending had the opportunity to present some of their
material. Still on the subject of the International Offices Neville Nelder showed some examples
overprinted "Specimen" and also Last and First Day usage. Both Eric Lienhard (postcards) and Bob
Medland made interesting contributions.
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The "Open House" session started with Ted Stern showing some beautifully presented pages of pre
stamp material (part of a display that earned him a Society Cup Competition some years back). He also
showed a selection of "Freight Arrival cards" - something we seldom see. Fred Hoadley queried a
Postage Due item apparently applied by a TPO. Rosalind Ragg enthused on 1996 "Live Animals"
vignettes and Revenues on a Death Certificate. Neville showed an inverted overprint on one of the 1918
‘Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft’ stamps - was it a forgery? Don Symonds talked on a display of various
official documents all bearing Revenue stamps. Eric had spent hours tracing original illustrated
postcards which subsequently appeared on multi image (composite) cards. Bob rounded off the
afternoon with an embryonic collection of Franco labels, hand stamps on Post Office mail and covers,
where in addition to the original postage stamp, up to nine Postage Dues had been added !
Peter Vonwiller gave a vote of thanks to Martin and all those who had contributed to a very diverse and
stimulating afternoon.
NEXT SOUTHERN GROUP MEETING
Saturday 4th June - The summer meeting in Salisbury will focus on ‘Switzerland’s Definitive Stamps of
the 19th, 20th & 21st Century’. This is a subject with plenty of scope for all members to contribute. To
keep the topic as wide-ranging and interesting as possible, everything is included e.g. printed stationery,
stamps on covers or postcards, plus anything else that fits. To avoid too much duplication would
members please liaise with Fred Hoadley indicating which stamp issue they will be showing. Werner
Gattiker will also be attending this meeting, hopefully with many choice items for sale. The meeting will
commence at 10.30.a.m. at the Cricket Field House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury (on the A36 heading
west out of the city) – Web : www.cricketfieldhouse.co.uk. Further details from Fred Hoadley : Tel. 01403
711987.
Future planned events - 22nd October 2011 – 'My Favourite Stamps' (9 sheets per member) and in
February 2012 – 'Postage Rates' – details to follow.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
•
16th - 19th June 2011 - Philatelic Congress of Great Britain at the Queen's Hotel, Southsea,
Hampshire including a National One Frame competition.
•
14th - 17th September 2011 - Autumn Stampex 2011 in London including the ABPS National
Philatelic Exhibition.
•
22nd - 25th February 2012 - Spring Stampex 2012 in London. This will be a multi frame
competition for the 'Pictorial' classes: Thematic, Open and Postcards, with overseas participation for
invited countries. The ABPS intends also that the seminars will be in support of these classes with
emphasis on Thematic Philately.
•
3rd - 5th June 2011 - The AHPS's Annual Convention at NAPEX in McLean, Virginia near
Washington D.C. Members will meet up to display parts of their collections and share the results of their
research. As well as presentations by the well-known American philatelists Harlan Stone and George
Struble, the British stamp dealer Ian Gilchrist will talk about 'Unusual Swiss Finds with Good Stories'.
Other events taking place at the Convention include the Society's Annual Dinner and Annual General
Meeting and (on 2nd June) a visit to the Smithsonian National Postal Museum in Washington.
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RICHARD DONITHORN

The postcard illustrated above provides a very clear picture of the rail and road structures near the
SBB's St. Gallen-Bruggen rail line at Sittertobel which appeared on the CHF 0.05 definitive first issued in
1949 (Z298 ) – the Kräzer Bridge, the SBB Viaduct (six arches spanning 191 metres), the highest bridge
in Switzerland – the viaduct of the Lake Constance-Toggenburg Railway (with 100 metre high lattice
girders) and the Gmünder-Tobel road bridge.
BRIDGES AND VIADUCTS ON SWISS STAMPS
This is a detailed schedule of Swiss stamps which emphasise the importance and, in many cases,
beauty of the works of the country's bridge and viaduct engineers. 60 different stamp designs have been
identified (including those on miniature sheets). Any comments by Members to improve the accuracy of
the descriptions and fill in any gaps are welcomed. Further information on the various engineers involved
in the structures so far unattributed would be particularly helpful. Thanks are due to Eric Lienhard and
Torbjorn Hallenstvedt for their considerable background research.
Definitives and Commemoratives
Z198 Definitive CHF 0. 20 Pianotondo Viaduct (in foreground - stone, 111 metres long, 9 arches, 300
metres radius) and 36m. Upper Ticino Bridge on the St. Gotthard Railway in the Biaschina Gorge above
Giornico Ticino. Also new design - Z205y and z ; 205Ay and z; 205y.2.01 ; 205y.2.05 and 205z.2.01.
Z199 Definitive CHF 0. 25 Two stone bridges over the River Hinterrhein in the Viamala Gorge near
Thusis, Upper Engadine. Also new design - Z206y and z.
Z200 Definitive CHF 0. 30 Ten-arched, 167m. stone bridge above the Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen
originally built in 1856 for the Rheinfall Railway (now SBB Winterthur - Schaffhausen). Also new design Z207y and z ; 207yRM ; Z289 and Z289RM.
Z240/41 Red Cross (Geneva Convention) – view of Geneva including the old bridge over the Rhône.
(where the present Pont du Mont Blanc now stands).
Z279 SBB Centenary – the Landi locomotive on the Gotthard Railway (probably crossing the 1847
causeway across Lake Lugano between Melide and Bissone – 5 spans, total length 60m.).
Z280 SBB Centenary – a four-track railway bridge probably based on the Lorraine Viaduct (1941,
reinforced concrete, 1,700 metres in length) over the River Aare at Bern.
Z298 Definitive CHF 0. 05 Four SBB rail structures at Sittertobel near St Gallen-Bruggen – the Kräzer
Bridge, the SBB Viaduct, the viaduct of the Lake Constance-Toggenburg Railway and the GmünderTobel road bridge.
Z302 Definitive CHF 0. 25 The 1847 causeway bridge/dam across Lake Lugano on the Gotthard Railway
between Melide and Bissone originally designed by Pasquale Lucchini (1798 – 1892). Also Z302RM.
Z307 Definitive CHF 0. 60 Landwasser Viaduct at Filisur on Rhaetian Railway (St Moritz to Tirano, Italy).
Z329 St. Gotthard Railway – Upper Ticino Bridge and Pianotondo Viaduct in Biaschina Gorge, Giornico.
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Z366 and 366L Definitive CHF 0.75 blue - Kapell Bridge Lucerne first built in 1300, 204m. wooden
covered bridge, restored several times, latest fire in 1993. See also Zumstein W74 red – surcharge on
earlier definitive for restoration of the bridge after fire in 1993.
Z397 Lügelkin Viaduct (stone, 5-span) on Bern-Lötschberg-Simplon railway line at Hohentenn, Valais.
Z589 Europa – Pont St. Jeanne at St Ursanne, Jura over the River Doubs – 1729 four-arched bridge.
Z590 Europa - small footbridge (represented by a single black line) over the river at Sils-Baselgia.
Z604 Kapell Bridge Lucerne – see details above.
Z622 Bridge designer O.H.Ammann and the Verrazano Narrows Bridge, New York Harbour.
Z683 Definitive CHF 1.40 Gemini – Krumme Bridge (6 span road bridge) Zwillinge, Bischofszell Thurgau.
Z687 Definitive CHF 1.80 Leo – Old Via Male stone bridge over River Hinterrhein in the Areuse Gorge.
Z708/9 Europa – high bridge as a symbol of the links between countries.
Z773 Rhaetian Railway Centenary – 1903, curving, 130m. long Landwasser Viaduct at Filisur, Grisons.
Z814-817 Bridges Commemoratives set :
Z814 CHF 0. 50 Ponte de Salti – vernacular ancient stone bridge, near Lavertezzo in the Verzasca
Valley (Ticino) probably 16th Century – smaller arch once collapsed, but was repaired in 20th Century.
Z815 CHF 0. 70 Neubrügg covered wooden bridge over the Aare near Bremgarten, north of Bern 1535 –
crosses the river in 4 spans with a total length of 91 metres – one of the largest and oldest of
Switzerland's approximately 200 surviving wooden bridges.
Z816 CHF 0. 80 Aarebrücke, Koblenz 1891/92 – on railway line between Koblenz and Felsenau stations
(Aargau) – first iron truss bridge over the River Aare – five 48 metre spans have a total weight of 1,100
tonnes. Strengthened in 1984.
Z817 CHF 0. 90 Ganter Bridge 1980 – in the Ganter Gorge near Berisal on the new Simplon Pass
highway (Valais) – high above the old route/bridge. Part of major upgrading between Brig and the
Simplon Pass summit. Pre-stressed concrete, 700 metres in length with a main span of 174 metres and
the larger of the two main piers rising to about 150 metres.
Z958 Joint issue - Hhouxi Hu and stone bridge China – also on sheetlet, FDC and stamp on MS Z960.
Z1004 Tourism – Cycling – unidentified stone bridge.
Z1248 Schellen-Ursli on wooden suspension bridge – fictional, illustration by Alois Carigiet.
Z1189 Centenary of Bern-Lötschberg-Simplon Railway (BLS) – the steel-arch, 136m. Bietschtal Bridge.
Zumstein W92 NABA 2006 Baden CHF 0.85 + 0.15 - Covered bridge by Hans Ulrich and Johannes
Grubenmann over the River Limmat which provides access to Wettingen Monastery (now a teacher
training college). The stamp is also included on the first NABA 2006 promotional MS 93I.
Z1287 Joint issue with Germany - Old Rhine bridge between Bad Säckingen in Germany and Stein
(Aargau) - 200m long, Europe's longest covered wooden bridge. Its present appearance dates from
C19th (also in sheetlets of 10 stamps and the bridge is portrayed on the back of the official FDC, on the
official FDC cancellation and the related official postcards). Its origins date back to at least 1272. In 1570
the wooden piers were replaced with stone piers.
SG 1798 in 2009 - Bridge-builder Hans Ulrich Grubenmann and his most famous 111m. covered truss
bridge over the Rhine in Schaffhausen built in 1759 (burnt down in 1799).
In 2010 - Viaduct (possibly the Hegernalp ?) of 1910 on the Niesen Funicular Railway near Lake Thun
(postcard issued at the same time showing the Hegernalp Viaduct). Also issued as sheetlets.
In 2010 - Viaduct of 1908 on the Bernina Railway UNESCO (postcard issued at the same time showing
the 110 metre spiral viaduct near Brusio which enables trains to gain height on the Bernina Railway).
Also issued as sheetlets.
Pro Juventute :
Zumstein J90 Costume Fribourg – unidentified bridge over the River Saane in the background.
J95 Costume Solothurn – Röti Bridge (1925, demolished 2005) over the River Aare in the background.
Pro Patria :
Zumstein B15 Old bridge over River Rhône in Geneva.
B62 Stone-arch Devil's Bridge over the River Reuss rapids in the Schöllenen Gorge, Uri.
B72 Pont de Pérollies (1922 reinforced concrete, 380 m.) over the River Saane near Fribourg.
B77 Stone-arch road bridge over the Rhône near St. Maurice, Valais.
B177 Access bridge to Hallwil Castle.
B178 Drawbridge to Hagenwil Castle.
B211 Painting of stone bridge – 'Bridge in the Sun' by Giovanni Giacometti.
B269 Small bridge over stream at Tengia.
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Illustrations of some bridges on Postal Stationery Cards and World War II Soldier Stamps.
B280-83 Pro Patria Historic Bridges set in 2003 –
B280 Innere Wynigen Bridge over the Emme Canal, Burgdorf (Bern) built in 1776 (relocated there in
1959) – Four-trestle, covered wooden bridge by Hans Ulrich Grubenmann.
B281 Salginatobel Bridge, Schiers (Grisons) spanning the Salgina Ravine – 1929, 133 m. in length,
reinforced concrete by Robet Maillart - International Historic Engineering Landmark.
B282 Pont St. Jean, Saint Ursanne (Jura) over the River Doubs – 1729, four-arched, stone bridge.
B283 Reuss Bridge, Rottenschwil (Aargau) – 1907 twin-span, riveted steel arch bridge.
B298 Stone bridge on the Via Gottardo at the Piottino Ravine, Faido (Ticino) over the Schöllenen Gorge.
SG 1805 Two stone bridges in the Viamala Ravine on the ancient Via Spluga near Thusis, Grisons.
Philatelic Exhibition Miniature Sheets :
(W61 and 62) NABA ZÜRICH 1984 – central pair of stamps show the 1838, 4-arch, stone Münster
Bridge across the River Limmat.
(W70) HELVETIA GENÉVE '90 – one stamp shows the causeway across the River Rhône to
Rousseau's Island in Geneva.
(W78) BASLER TAUBE '95 – one stamp shows the old bridge across the River Rhine at Basle where the
Mittel Rhine Bridge now stands.
(W93I) NABA BADEN 2006 – one stamp shows the covered bridge by Hans Ulrich Grubenmann over
the River Limmat.
Footnote - The railway engineers Niklaus Riggenbach (1817 – 99 Swiss) and Louis Favre (1826 – 79
French), largely responsible for the Rigi and St. Gotthard Railways respectively, appear on J101 and Z
191. They have not been included in the schedule because I have no information that they personally
designed any rail bridges or viaducts.
Many Swiss Bridges and Viaducts also appear on K-cancels (at least 92), Publicity cancels, the top of
various Postal Stationery Cards and on some Soldier Stamps (particularly those of the Sappers). And if
you still haven't had enough, then there are 'Swiss or Alpine Tunnels' – another favourite subject for civil
engineering enthusiasts !
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